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ABSTRACT
Virtual reality (VR) allows users to interact similarly to how they
do in the physical world, such as touching, moving, and pointing at
objects. To select objects at a distance, most VR techniques rely on
casting a ray through one or two points located on the user’s body
(e.g., on the head and a finger), and placing a cursor on that ray.
However, previous studies show that such rays do not help users
achieve optimal pointing accuracy nor correspond to how they
would naturally point. We seek to find features, which would best
describe natural pointing at distant targets. We collect motion data
from seven locations on the hand, arm, and body, while participants
point at 27 targets across a virtual room. We evaluate the features
of pointing and analyse sets of those for predicting pointing targets.
Our analysis shows an 87% classification accuracy between the 27
targets for the best feature set and a mean distance of 23.56 cm
in predicting pointing targets across the room. The feature sets
can inform the design of more natural and effective VR pointing
techniques for distant object selection.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); Pointing; User studies.
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Selecting objects is a key interaction with computers, whether using
a mouse to select a file or tapping a touchscreen to select the next
song. This is equally true in virtual reality (VR). In VR, wemay select
objects similarly to how we do in the physical world, for example,
reaching out to touch, grab, or push them when nearby (e.g., whilst
playing VR-Minecraft [3] or interacting with data visualisations
[9]). Selecting objects located out-of-reach, however, has no direct
counterpart in the real world.
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Figure 1: An illustration of our pointing study design. A user
points at one distant target (green) out of 27 (grey) in a vir-
tual room. The illustration shows the scale in meters.

People naturally use pointing gestures in communication to
convey spatial relations and address distant objects. We learn this
at a young age, for instance, to communicate desire, attention, and
intention [7, 20]. Pointing can occur in a broad sense, in terms of
‘that direction’, or more specifically, akin to ‘that one’. However,
pointing forms just one part of multimodal communication, co-
occurring primarily with language. As such, we are not spatially
accurate in our use of pointing [33].

To select an object at a distance, most VR interfaces depart from
assumptions of how people point and rely on casting a ray through
two locations on the user’s body (e.g., the head and a fingertip) or
along one body part (e.g., along a forearm) and placing a cursor
further away on that ray (e.g., [10, 11, 26, 30, 34]). These techniques
may employ many forms of rays and cursors, such as projected
lines and dots (e.g., [10, 26, 34]), or extended arms and hands (e.g.,
[11, 30]). However, by employing one or two points located on the
body, these techniques force the user to align those body parts to
move the cursor onto a target.

Prior studies show that when people get to choose the pointing
motion that is natural to them, it does not correspond to the point-
ing motion performed with current ray casting techniques (e.g.,
[23, 29]). This is likely because the rays differ from how the human
brain optimises movements for the best use of the body. Even when
the closest ray casting model to natural, cursor-less pointing is
employed, further offsets and targeting performance improvements
can be found [23]. These results were based on models of cursorless
pointing at 2D target planes and used partly real-world settings
(e.g., [23, 29]). However, beyond menus and virtual displays, the
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possible target objects in VR are often spread across wider dis-
tances, such as across rooms and other environments. The novelty
in our study is to model cursorless pointing movements at targets
positioned in 3D space.

We examine cursor-free pointing motions in order to derive
features that best model how people would naturally point at a 3D
target space in VR. To do this, we collect motion data from seven
locations on the arm and body, in a study where participants point
at 27 targets spaced one meter apart and at a distance across a
virtual room (Figure 1). Our main contributions are:

• An analysis of features that best describe natural pointing
movements. We derive two sets of features: (1) pose features
and (2) motion features. The pose features are based on only
the position data of the final pointing pose. This is akin
to traditional interaction techniques, where the target is
identified at the moment of selection (e.g., with a mouse, or
ray casting). The motion features are based on data from the
entire pointing movement, allowing for early prediction of
intended targets.

• Estimates of how accurately intended targets can be inter-
preted from pointing movements. Our results show an 87%
classification accuracy between the targets, and a mean dis-
tance of 23.56 cm in predicting pointing targets across the
room. We present insights into the performance of the fea-
ture sets, analysing how they can generalise to inferring the
user’s targets in cursorless pointing with limited data from
hand tracking, and with more challenging target locations.

These contributions are intended to inform development of 3D
pointing techniques for distant targets in three ways. First, they can
inform the design of ray casting techniques about which features
could be best to use for natural and accurate ray-pointing. Second,
they can inform the design of motion tracking about the points on
the body that carry most information about the user’s intended
targets. Third, they can inform the design of cursorless pointing
techniques around the classification accuracy of 3D targets in VR.

1 RELATEDWORK
We examine pointing motions in order to derive features that char-
acterise how people would naturally point at a 3D target space in
virtual reality. Next we discuss literature on pointing techniques for
targets at a distance in VR, background on characteristics of natural
pointing, and prior work on modeling the features of pointing.

1.1 Pointing Techniques for Targets at a
Distance

One of the first distant target selection techniques for human-
computer interaction was in the seminal work of Put-That-There
by Bolt [6]. In Put-That-There, the users could couple pointing and
speech for interaction and selection of objects. This mirrored a nat-
ural way of conveying distant references in communication [7, 20]
(i.e., deictic gestures [18]). Since Bolt’s work, distant pointing has
received much interest for interaction, especially on large displays
[24], and more recently in VR [11]. Much of this work, however, has
gone away from pointing as a part of multimodal communication
(as employed by Bolt), and instead looked to employ pointing as a
precise targeting technique.

Ray casting is one of the most common techniques to select
distant targets. In ray casting, the ray follows a straight line orig-
inating from the user until it intersects a distant screen or target.
Argelaguet et al. [2] categorises ray casting methods into two fami-
lies: hand- and eye-rooted techniques. Prominent hand-rooted ray
casting methods include Index Finger Ray Cast, which casts a ray
extending the index finger [10], and Forearm Ray Cast, where the
ray is an extension of the forearm [26]. Eye-rooted techniques are
split further into two methods: Gaze Ray Cast, which uses the eyes’
gaze to cast a ray [26] and Eye-Finger Ray Cast, which casts a ray
based on the line between the eye and index fingertip [24]. The head
and hand have been used together also in velocity-based models
for predicting pointing targets [14]. Ray casting is often defined as
’natural’ [17]; it is simple, can be used hands-free (does not require a
controller), and aims to build upon every day pointing gestures [35].
Ray casting techniques, however, use a cursor. Thereby, they force
the user to adapt their pointing gestures for some given pose fea-
tures (e.g., by aligning the gaze and fingertip) based on the feedback
they provide with the cursors.

As an adaptation of ray casting, Feuchtner et al. [11] proposed
extending users’ body parts to enable them to reach any object.
On the one hand, this brings all objects into peri-personal space,
allowing touch-based interaction. On the other hand, it proposes
an ’unnatural’ setting with the extended arm. Feuchtner et al.’s
motivation for this are to facilitate direct interaction, where con-
trols and effects are coupled onto the object [31]. This ’extended
arm’ technique draws on Poupyrev et al.’s [30] Go-Go Interaction
technique, where the user could ’throw’ their hand at a distance.
Again, Go-Go Interaction was motivated in the pursuit of natu-
ralness, allowing users to ’extend their arm’ towards any object.
However, these techniques also rely on a ray-based method with a
cursor: the hand extended or thrown into the distance follows a ray,
such as an elongated forearm between an elbow and the wrist (see
e.g., the survey by Argelaguet and Andujar [1] of such techniques).
Thereby, they leave open the question of whether unconstrained,
cursorless pointing can support the design of better cursor-based
techniques.

1.2 Characteristics of Natural Pointing
Pointing is frequently used in communication. The gesture is clas-
sified as deictic, used to add context to sentences and actions [7].
Pointing is learned already in early childhood, can be used imper-
atively (indicating desire), declaratively (directing attention), or
epidemically (requesting information). In all purposes, it is used to
address intention towards the objects of interest.

Kendon [18] describes different postures when pointing at differ-
ent distances and objects. For instance, the extended index finger
refers to a specific object, location, or human, while an open hand
gesture indicates a more loose direction. Kendon also observes that
different distances are indicated by different poses of the arm:When
the arm is stretched, the object of interest is more distant, compared
to when the arm is angled. Together these suggest that pointing
gestures contain patterns of information about the intent of the
person performing them.

Such features of natural pointing could be used in interpreting
a user’s intended targets. To date, however, natural pointing, as a
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contextual part of multimodal communication (meant to convey
information to someone else), has received little attention in HCI.
Instead, ’natural’ pointing is often used as a synonym for cursorless,
or simply ”hands-free” pointing, where the user seeks to select
distant objects for themselves. For example, Cockburn et al. [8]
use the latter form of ’natural’ pointing, in their seminal paper on
cursorless ”Air Pointing” techniques. While the nature of pointing
is changed, the same intention holds: to derive features that convey
information about the intended target.

1.3 Modeling the Features of Pointing
Two recent papers suggest how to derive features with data col-
lected from pointing at targets laid out on a 2D plane. Mayer et al.
[23] used cursoless pointing to build a model for correcting offsets
in ray casting, and Plaumann et al. [29] studied the effects of eye
dominance and handedness on pointing accuracy for smart homes.
In addition, Kopper et al. [19] uses a similar approach to Mayer et
al., modeling pointing at a distance on a 2D plane. However, Kop-
per used a controller-based cursors on rays to improve Fitts’ Law
models, whereas Mayer used free-hand pointing to find how the
rays, and thereby models of pointing movements, can be improved.

Mayer et al. [23] first collected data from participants pointing
at a point on a 2D surface with no cursor. They then took the pose
and fitted four types of rays on it (Index finger Ray Cast, Gaze Ray
Cast, Eye-finger Ray Cast, and Forearm Ray Cast), and compared
how close the point the ray showed was the point the participants
actually pointed at (i.e., offset). Thereby, these offsets represent how
close a natural pointing pose is to a pose that ray casting forces the
user to adopt by showing a cursor in pointing tasks. Mayer et al.
found that the average offset was smallest in Eye-finger Ray Cast,
and built a model to correct that offset. Their model offers accuracy
improvements of 33% over standard ray casting approaches. Prior
to correction, they found an average pointing error of up to > 60 cm
with Index finger Ray Cast when pointing at targets on a vertical
diplay-like 2D surface from over a 3 meter distance to the targets
without a cursor. With their model, they reduce this error to 38.4 cm.
Plaumann et al. [29] further showed that embedding ray casting
methods with information on ocular dominance and handedness
can improve accuracy in cursorless pointing. Thereby, ray casting
models can be improved with features captured from cursorless
pointing movements so as to increase pointing performance and to
allow users to point as they naturally would.

Both Mayer’s and Plaumann’s studies describe large errors in
cursorless pointing at distant targets, but use targets laid on a 2D
plane similar to a large wall-display. To date, cursorless pointing
has not been modelled at a distant 3D target space in virtual reality.
Our study is inspired by the studies of Mayer and Plaumann on
cursorless pointing to investigate the features of pointing move-
ments at distant targets in a 3D virtual environment. We look to
identify features of pointing that can inform pointing techniques
with cursors (to fit the rays) so as to embrace natural pointing poses,
and also classification and prediction techniques for interpreting
the user’s intended targets without a cursor.

2 DATA COLLECTION
We conducted a data collection study to collect data on pointing
movements in VR, that enables us to:

(1) Analyse the features that can be used for interpreting point-
ing targets.

(2) Estimate how accurately pointing targets can be classified
and predicted.

In the study, 13 participants were asked to point at 27 targets
spread across a large cube-shaped grid in a virtual room. The targets
were out of arm’s reach. In the virtual environment, the partici-
pants controlled an avatar from a first-person perspective, whose
movements were tightly coupled to their own.

We designed the task to allow us to model natural pointing
movements. We made no assumptions about the users’ pointing,
no cursor was presented, and no feedback of pointing performance
was provided.

2.1 Participants
The study was conducted with 13 participants, with a mean age of
24.46 (SD±1.98) years. Five participants identified themselves as
females, seven as males and one as another gender. The mean of
the participants’ forearm length (28.0 cm) fit within the standard
deviation range of the anthropometric data (27.8±2.30 cm) reported
in Gordon et al. [13], indicating that our sample can be considered
representative. We recruited only right-handed participants due to
the technical setup. 11 participants had no prior experience with
VR. The participants were compensated for their time with gifts
corresponding to approximately 15€ in value.

2.2 Study Design
In this study, we followed a within-subjects design, where each
participant performed pointing movements at 27 targets. This num-
ber was chosen to include the same number of targets in all three
dimensions. The 27 targets were presented one at a time, and re-
peated five times, resulting in 135 trials per participant. The number
of repetitions was chosen to keep the study duration in 30 minutes,
as otherwise pointing with an entire arm repeatedly could cause
significant fatigue bias on the movement data. The order of the 135
pointing trials was randomised.

The targets were arranged in a 3 x 3 x 3 grid, spread over 2 m3,
and spaced 1 m apart. The closest targets were 150 cm from the
participant’s standing location. The lowest targets were 49 cm off
the ground, the highest 249 cm above ground, and themiddle targets
were at 149 cm (the average human shoulder height [13]1). The
targets were spheres with a 15 cm diameter. We chose to use a single
target size, as in this cursorless pointing, there are no errors, and
thus no reason to vary the size as in Fitts’ Law studies. Furthermore,
we considered this size at the given distances to be small enough to
not introduce extra noise due pointing at different locations within
a target’s surface or space. Figure 1 visualizes the target grid, in
which the x-axis corresponds the left-right direction, the y-axis
the vertical direction (height), and the z-axis the frontal direction
(depth).
1Data collected from U.S. adults. See also: https://www.ergocenter.ncsu.edu/
wp-content/uploads/sites/18/2017/09/Anthropometric-Summary-Data-Tables.pdf (ac-
cessed: 10.121.20)

https://www.ergocenter.ncsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/18/2017/09/Anthropometric-Summary-Data-Tables.pdf
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We had three aims in designing the target grid. First, its size
should cover a large space that is representative of possible tar-
gets in virtual rooms. Second, the target spread should provoke
detectable changes in arm poses. Third, it should also present more
challenging classification tasks, such as with targets directly in
front of a user at different depths right at shoulder height.

2.3 Task
The participants were asked to point at a displayed target with the
right index finger, with targets appearing one at a time. We chose to
display the targets one at a time for the sake of experimental control
and to not introduce distractor targets, following the guidelines
for object selection studies in VR [5]. To promote natural pointing,
the participants were instructed to point as they would to direct a
friend’s attention to the target.

The participants held a controller in their left (non-dominant)
hand, leaving their dominant, pointing hand empty. They were
instructed to rest their right hand over their belly in between the
pointing trials. To begin a pointing trial, the participants pressed
the controller’s touchpad. When the touchpad was pressed, the
next target appeared. The participants lifted their right hand to
point at the target, and then pulled the controller’s trigger (with
their left hand) to indicate they were pointing at it. When pulling
the trigger, the target disappeared, and the participants returned to
the resting position with their hand over their belly.

2.4 Procedure
Before starting the experiment, the participants were informed
about the purpose of the study. We attached marker sets for motion
tracking and measured their placement on the participant’s arm.
The participants put on the head-mounted display (HMD) for VR
(a wireless HTC Vive Pro), were familiarised with the controller
on their left hand and its touchpad and trigger, and had a chance
to look around the virtual room to get accustomed to it and the
virtual avatar (figure 2(a)). The participants were instructed to stand
on a marked location on the virtual floor for the duration of the
experiment.

Next, the participants went through a calibration task. For this,
the participant assumed three positions: (1) pointing straight down,
(2) pointing to the right, and (3) pointing straight ahead with the
arm at shoulder level. This calibration task enabled the collection of
soft biometric data from the participant, which enabled the avatar’s
size to be matched to the participant, and could be used later for
data normalisation. After calibration, the participants performed
the main part of the experiment, pointing at targets as described
above.

2.5 Setup
The participant’s movement was tracked at seven locations on the
body (figure 2(b) and (c)). These were tracked with an OptiTrack
motion capture system (24 cameras) and seven rigid bodies holding
reflective markers. The rigid bodies were attached to the partic-
ipant’s left and right shoulder, upper arm, forearm, hand, index
finger and the HMD. OptiTrack markers on the arm and hand were
mounted using 3D printed models, based on the design by Mayer

(a) The virtual avatar and a target.

(b) Side view. (c) Front view.

Figure 2: Figure (a) shows the virtual avatar pointing. Fig-
ures (b) and (c) show a user wearing the OptiTrack marker
sets.

et al. [23]2. The shoulder markers were attached on a backpack’s
straps, which also housed the wireless HMD’s battery.

For each pointing trial (between the start touchpad press and
the finishing trigger), we logged the movement of each of the seven
rigid bodies and all their reflective markers with a 50 Hz sampling
frequency. One sample consists of the position and orientation of
each tracked rigid body and a timestamp. The orientational data is
logged as Euler angles (a triplet of pitch, yaw and roll). The data is
logged such that the positions of rigid bodies are in meters.

3 FEATURES OF POINTING
From the collected motion data we extract sets of features, describ-
ing the pointingmovement, based on different interaction principles
and hardware limitations. We analysed features across the entire
pointing movement, starting by analysing a set of features derived
from the last point of movement (the pointing pose at the moment
of triggering selection) and then a set of features derived from
the entire pointing gesture, including its motion profile and the
temporal dimension, such as velocities. Generally, the movement
pattern of all participants shows an initial fast and gross movement
and ends with slow and precise movements to adjust for a specific
target. This pattern is similarly described by Kendon [18].

3.1 Normalisation
As the position of each rigid body is partly dependent on the spe-
cific participants height, is the data normalised by their height
(proportionally, along the vectors of their skeleton), as to be able to
compare positional data between participants. This transformation
does not directly capture other proportional differences between
participants, but serves to approximate those as they correlate
with height. Additionally, we translate the standing location of the

2https://github.com/interactionlab/htc-vive-marker-mount (accessed: 13.07.21)

https://github.com/interactionlab/htc-vive-marker-mount
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Table 1: The 28 features selected from the pose data, grouped
by their data type. Note that, for instance, the positions con-
tain three features; the x , y, and z coordinates.

Group Feature Description

Position Index finger (x ,y ,z) Index finger spatial position

HMD (x ,y ,z) HMD spatial position

Combination Shoulder abduction Vertical arm movement angle

Horizontal shoul-
der flexion

Horizontal arm movement angle

Categorical Above hand Indicates whether the index finger
is above the hand

Relative horizontal
position

Indicates whether the index finger
is above the head, below the shoul-
der height or in-between

Relative vertical
position

Indicates whether the index finger
is to the left of the left shoulder, to
the right of the right shoulder or
in-between

Distance Index finger to upper arm, left shoulder and right shoul-
der

Upper arm to left shoulder and right shoulder

Hand to upper arm, left shoulder, right shoulder and
HMD

Forearm to left shoulder, right shoulder, HMD, index
finger and upper arm

HMD to right shoulder, index finger and upper arm

participants to a single point. This allows for direct comparison of
all position data.

3.2 Feature engineering and selection
We selected features based on three ranking methods: correlation,
mutual information, and χ2-tests, in addition to handpicking fea-
tures based on regression performance. We use correlation to get
an overview of which recorded data is relevant for further inves-
tigation (we denote the correlation values with Pearson’s r in the
following subsections). We did not apply dimensionality reduction
techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) for feature
engineering and selection, as initial exploration showed decrease
model performance and as interpreting features is not obvious
when aggregating in such ways.

3.3 Pose features
The first set of features is based on the position data at the moment
of selection, i.e., the final pointing pose of the participant. In addi-
tion to analysing position coordinates as such, we also constructed
new features from the pose data by using different techniques: com-
bination, binning, and automatic feature engineering. Based on this
analysis, we included a set of 28 features derived from the pose
data. The resulting feature set is described on Table 1.

3.3.1 Position coordinates. Firstly, we analyse the positional corre-
lations to focus our search on non-redundant features. Our analysis

shows that the index finger position correlates strongly with hand
(r = 0.99 for x , 0.99 for y, and 0.96 for z) and forearm (r = 0.97 for
x , 0.97 for y, and 0.80 for z) positions, which is an expected result
because of the kinematic chain between those. Thus, we include
only the index finger position among these raw positions into our
feature set so as to avoid introducing redundant data.

We observe a strong correlation between the index finger po-
sition and the target position in the horizontal (r = 0.95) and the
vertical (r = 0.93) dimension. Therefore, we include all coordinates
of the index finger position. Of the collected data, we also include
the HMD position (r = 0.60 for x , 0.66 for y, and 0.22 for z), because
previous work on ray casting has often suggested the importance
of head and gaze directions in pointing (e.g., [26, 29, 32]). The ori-
entation coordinates of the rigid bodies show little correlation with
the target position and are therefore not added to these position
coordinates.

3.3.2 Combinations. We combined right shoulder, upper arm, and
forearm positions to compute elbow flexion (r = −0.01 for target
x , 0 for target y, and 0 for target z), shoulder abduction (r = −0.11,
0.70, and 0.06), and horizontal shoulder flexion (r = −0.03, 0.01, and
−0.01). These flexions were computed by using the collected body
measurements of the participants. We explored elbow flexion as a
feature under the assumption that the users arm stretch would cor-
relate positively with target depth (e.g., Kendon’s work suggested
[18]), but found that users tend to stretch their arm fully, no matter
the depth. Thus we excluded this feature. The horizontal shoulder
flexion is included since it improves regression performance as per
our feature tests on those.

3.3.3 Binning. As noted before, the index finger provides informa-
tion about the target position. To put an emphasis on the horizontal
position, we threshold it, such that the horizontal feature indicates
whether the index finger is positioned to the left of the body (i.e., be-
yond the left shoulder), to the right of the body, or in-between (0.95
for target x). Similarly, we threshold the vertical position to indi-
cated whether the index finger is above the participants head, below
shoulder height, or in-between (0.71 for target y), and the depth
is threshold according to the participants stretched arm (0.18 for
target z). This last feature does not improve regression performance
and is thus not included. Additionally, we compute a feature that
indicates whether the index finger is vertically positioned above
the hand (-0.01, 0.72, 0.13), thus revealing whether the participant
points up- or downwards. These are therefore categorical features,
which can gain weight in regression and boost the classification
performance.

3.3.4 Automatic Feature Engineering. We use automatic feature
engineering to construct features using a distance operator. This
means that we compute distances between all combinations of
marker sets, to obtain 21 features. Of these features, the distances
between the HMD and the upper arm, forearm, hand, and index fin-
ger, show the most overall correlation, with horizontal correlation
values ranging between 0.21 and 0.31 and vertical values between
-0.64 and -0.71. These distances can describe flexions of joints in
pointing poses. The selected distance features are presented in
Table 1.
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Table 2: The 18 features selected from the motion data,
grouped by their data type.

Group Feature Description

Polynomial Index finger (x ,y ,z) 3rd order polynomial coefficients of
the index finger movement, fitted
on each dimension

Velocity Absolute index
finger middle

Mean velocity in the time frame be-
tween 0.5 and 0.75 seconds after
movement start

Relative index
finger start

Mean velocity in the first 20% of
samples

Relative index
finger middle

Mean velocity in the time frame be-
tween 40% and 60% of samples

Relative index
finger end

Mean velocity in the last 20% of sam-
ples

Acceleration Absolute index
finger middle

Mean acceleration in the time frame
between .5 and .75 seconds after
movement start

Relative index
finger middle

Mean velocity in the time frame be-
tween 40% and 60% of samples

3.4 Motion features
Next, we construct a set of features derived from the motion data
throughout the pointing movement. The selected set of 18 motion
features is described on Table 2.

We plotted the motion profiles (velocity and acceleration) of
the raw data, which showed samples up until 15 seconds. We visu-
ally recognised a consistent pattern only at the beginning of the
movement, and noticed that it aligned with the average duration
of pointing (between the start and finish clicks) across all trials.
This average duration was 1.8 seconds, and therefore we removed
the data beyond that as outliers, which likely resulted from the
participants forgetting to trigger selection in some of the trials.

3.4.1 Motion Profile. To analyse the motion profile (i.e., the posi-
tion of the finger across the frames of motion) we fit a 3rd order
polynomial on each positional dimension of the index finger for
each trial. For each polynomial, we gather four coefficients, which
we use as features. The first three coefficients of the horizontal
polynomial correlate well with with horizontal target position (-
0.33, 0.65, and -0.38, respectively). Additionally, the first and second
coefficients of both the vertical (0.38 and -0.25, respectively) and
depth (-0.23 and 0.26, respectively) polynomial correlate with the
vertical target position.

3.4.2 Velocity and Acceleration. We also look at velocity and accel-
eration of the index finger while pointing. We removed the values
that were larger than 1.5 times the interquartile range as outliers. To
keep the sample size, we interpolated those values by the mean of
the surrounding values. To compute the velocity and acceleration,
we split the data into bins, and take the mean of these measures (the
traveled distance and time and the difference in those) as velocity
and acceleration. We compute both absolute and relative bins for
the beginning, middle, and end of the movement. The absolute bins

are 0-0.3 seconds, 0.5-0.75 seconds, and the final 0.3 seconds of the
movement. The relative bins are 0-20%, 40-60%, and 80-100% of
the movement. We can generally see that the middle bin has most
correlation with the target position, if any. Of these features, the
velocity in middle absolute bin carries the most correlation (0.23,
0.27, 0.04). The selected features are presented on Table 2.

4 INTERPRETING A POINTING TARGET
The second purpose for modelling the collected pointing data is to
estimate target prediction accuracies. Here, we present the results
across three scenarios. These scenarios are inspired by the different
ways in which classification and regression may be implemented
in practice for target selection techniques.

In the first scenario - pose features - we use only pose data from
the final pointing frame (i.e., when the selection is triggered). This
is similar to most target selection techniques - taking the position
of a cursor at the moment of selection.

In the second scenario - motion features - we consider features
that could be determined ’en-route’ to the target (and so support
early prediction), or when it is desirable to have no selection inter-
action (i.e., no ’click’).

Finally, the third scenario - mobile features - uses features that
could be gathered through current VR technologies, without the
need for an additional tracking setup, namely basic hand, and HMD
position.

We test the scenarios on three models. For classification, we test
Naive Bayes, Random Forests, and Support-Vector Machines (SVM),
and for regression, we use Linear regression, Random Forests, and
SVMs. We split the data 80:20 and validate our models using 5-fold
cross-validation. We perform a grid search on the training data
to find the best hyperparameters for both the classification and
regression models, and run validation on the training data. At last
the we compute a score based on the test set. These results are
presented in Table 3.

4.1 Scenario 1: Pose features
We first tested a set of features based on only the position data
from the pose at the moment of selection. The motivation for using
only pose data is that most target selection techniques function
this way: taking the position of a cursor or a ray from the moment
when the selection is triggered, such as with a button click on a
mouse. Using the pose-only features is simplest to implement, and
does not require buffering multiple frames of data for interpreting
pointing targets.

With these pose features we obtain a classification F1-score of
0.87 using an SVM (which performs well above chance level of 0.04),
and a mean prediction distance of 23.56 ± 18.77 cm when using
Random Forest regression. Figure 3 depicts the classification results
and Figure 4 the regression results across each individual target.
Table 3 shows all results of validation and test sets.

4.2 Scenario 2: Motion features
Next, we tested a set of motion-based features from throughout the
pointing movement. The motivation for exploring motion features
is to enable early prediction of target selection (i.e., whilst the user
is still moving towards the target), and to enable continuous target
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Table 3: Overview of machine learning model performances across the three different scenarios. Best performing models for
each scenario highlighted in bold.

Classification Regression

Model 5-fold CV
accuracy

Test
accuracy

Test
F1-score

Model 5-fold CV
RMSE

Test
RMSE

Test
distance (m)

Pose
features

Naive Bayes 49.00% 39.89% 0.3442 Linear Regression 0.4625 0.4130 0.5253
Random Forest 74.29% 73.50% 0.7312 Random Forest 0.2649 0.2789 0.2356
SVM 83.90% 87.18% 0.8655 SVM 0.3135 0.3060 0.2788

Motion
features

Naive Bayes 18.52% 18.23% 0.1718 Linear Regression 1.0483 1.2084 1.8403
Random Forest 33.76% 31.05% 0.3031 Random Forest 0.5288 0.5325 0.7237
SVM 50.08% 50.43% 0.4973 SVM 0.5397 0.5210 0.6170

Mobile
features

Naive Bayes 45.94% 40.46% 0.3364 Linear Regression 0.4224 0.4191 0.5223
Random Forest 73.72% 72.65% 0.7232 Random Forest 0.2631 0.2860 0.2430
SVM 75.57% 76.92% 0.7609 SVM 0.3034 0.3082 0.2892

selection without the use of a trigger (i.e., when no ’final pose’ can
be determined).

With these motion features we obtain a test classification F1-
score of 0.50 and a mean prediction distance of 61.70 ± 34.77 cm
when using SVMs (see table 3). This shows that motion features by
themselves are inferior to pose features for interpreting pointing
targets.

4.3 Scenario 3: Mobile features
The final feature set we test is a subset of the pose features in
scenario one. We include features that can be derived from fewer
tracking points, including position data only from the HMD, the
hand, the index finger, and the lower forearm, thereby excluding all
data from the shoulders and the arm. The reason for testing this set
is to explore the applicability of the features in interpreting point-
ing targets with simpler motion-tracking setups. The OptiTrack
tracking setup we used consists of multiple cameras and markers,
is expensive, wall-mounted, and non-portable, and therefore not
applicable for commercial, wireless, and mobile use of virtual or
augmented reality headsets. The built-in tracking solutions in many
current HMDs, such as Oculus Quest, as well as smaller external
tracking devices, such as LeapMotion (which can be easily used
with a VR headset), typically only track the hand and, perhaps, the
lower forearm, in addition to the headset position.

Table 3 shows that the classification performance suffers from the
restricted set of mobile features, while the regression performance
still predicts the targets with a similar error to the spatial features.
We achieve a classification F1-score of 0.76 and a mean distance of
24.30 ± 19.00 cm. These results are promising for the usage of the
mobile feature set to predict target positions with built-in tracking.

5 CHALLENGING TARGETS
The classification and regression performance varies dramatically
among the targets. To validate our feature set for more challeng-
ing target spaces in virtual environments, we analysed the largest
sources of errors among the targets.

Figure 3: A visualisation of the classification accuracy (F1-
score) using an an SVM trained on a pose-based feature set
derived fromour study data. The color coding represents the
score.

We found the largest errors in the center aisle of targets, that
is, the targets at the shoulder height directly in front of the user.
This is also visible on Figure 3 for classification, and on Figure 4 for
regression. With the pose features (Scenario 1), for instance, 82% of
the classification errors come from confusing the targets at different
depths but with correctly predicted x andy coordinates. The reason
for this is that here the pointing poses ”look” very similar. For
example, the participants appear to always extend their arm fully
when pointing at the distant targets regardless of the differences
in their distances. We can generally see little correlation between
constructed features and the target depth. Therefore, when there is
little variation in x and y coordinates of pointing poses for these
particular targets, separating their depth is challenging.

A deeper look into the performance of the SVM with the Pose
feature set reveals that themaximum regression error (distance from
the actual target) was 152.33 cm for one of the central aisle targets.
In fact, the central aisle targets always contained the target with
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Figure 4: The tested targets, colored by mean distance be-
tween predicted and actual targets. The prediction is ob-
tained by training a Random Forest on the pose feature set.

Figure 5: The tested targets, colored by mean distance be-
tween predicted and actual targets. The prediction is ob-
tained by training an LSTM network on the collected posi-
tional data.

largest error. Therefore, the mean error of 27.88 cm across all targets
is a conservative estimate. Because the depth of a target appears
hard to estimate with the Pose feature set, we also investigated if
that maximum prediction error could be dragged down by adding
features. To this end, we combined the Pose and Motion feature
sets, and ran the regression tests. We found, that with an SVM
the combination of the two features sets dragged the maximum
error down to 92.73 cm, and with a Random Forest to 71.36 cm.
This reduced the error below the one meter spacing of the targets
on the grid. This combination of pose and motion features is not
thorough, as it simply combines the existing feature sets. However,
it does highlight the promise of engineering new features for such
challenging target spaces.

6 BLACK BOX FEATURE SELECTION
In previous sections, we discussed feature selection for classifying
and predicting pointing targets. The process found the features that
best describe pointing, but was subject to our interpretation and
analysis of the data. To uncover opportunities for future work on

modeling 3D pointing, we train a black box neural network to learn
and solve the regression problem. We construct a long short-term
memory (LSTM) neural network [16], that is able to learn from the
collected movements.

We train the network, using data collected 0.2 seconds before
the participant stopped pointing. This data is chosen as it contains
the small adjustments participants made at the end of the pointing
motion. Similarly to before, the data is split 80:20 and validated
by 5-fold cross-validation. The network yields an average regres-
sion error of 13.25 ± 1.10 cm across all targets, a 40.75% decrease
compared to the Random Forest regression described before. The
network yields a consistent prediction error. Where the Random
Forest yielded a maximum average error of 71.36 cm, the network
has a maximum average error of 18.09 cm. This is reflected in figure
5, which shows min- and maximum closer together compared to
results reported before.

This shows that a complex model has the potential to improve
regression results; it can help with informed guesses about the up-
per boundaries of prediction accuracy. Unfortunately, the network
cannot inform design choices of pointing techniques similarly than
the classical algorithms described previously do. This is because it
is not clear from the internal workings of a neural network or other
techniques employing dimensional reduction (e.g., PCA), which
features are important or how they interact with each other. Such
information can be helpful, for instance, in deciding which body
parts to track and which can be left out.

7 DISCUSSION
Pointing-based interaction techniques have become popular in HCI
for selecting targets at a distance. Those are seen as simple, intuitive,
and well-understood, and have become easy to implement for free
hands with recent motion-tracking technologies. These properties
lead some to refer to distant pointing as ’natural.’ However, outside
of technology use, our pointing is a rough, indicative, communica-
tion tool [18], that is most often supported by other modalities and
lacks spatial accuracy [24]. We argue that the pointing which we
use with technology, whether at large displays [34] or in virtual
reality, is not natural. To date, distant-pointing as an interaction
technique, is most often paired with a cursor. In VR, this cursor
is often driven by ray casting, where the cursor is placed on ray
based on a vector created by one or two body parts (e.g., the index
finger and the elbow). This inherently changes the very way that
we point, aligning different body parts to collide the cursor with
our chosen targets.

We analysed cursor-free pointing, with a view to informing the
design of future cursors for pointing in VR. We sought to reveal
the features that best describe user pointing behaviour, by train-
ing machine learning techniques to classify and predict the users’
intended targets. From only the final pose of pointing, our results
show a classification accuracy of 87% among 27 targets, and a mean
prediction distance of 23.56 cm for those targets one meter apart,
and up to 3.5 meters away. These results show the promise of a
machine learning-based approach to facilitating natural pointing in
VR. However, our results also reveal a number of further questions.

First, we chose to examine pose and motion features. Pose fea-
tures enabled a more direct comparison with existing cursor-based
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approaches, where the machine identifies the target at the moment
of ’selection’. Motion features enabled us to examine opportunities
for forward prediction of targeting gestures. Our pose feature set
(F1-score of 0.87) outperformed our motion feature set (F1-score of
0.5). In a conservative calculation, pose and motion features in con-
cert performed similarly to pose features alone (an F1-score of 0.83
and mean distance of 24.70 cm). We believe that pose-and-motion
features show promise for future techniques. Additional features
could also be drawn from eyes, such as eye dominance as Plaumann
et al. [29] suggest, or gaze.

We found the largest prediction errors in the targets on the
central row. In our study design, only one target was visible at
a time. Should all the spheres have been visible (with the target
highlighted), we might expect the pose-and-motion features to
reveal further accuracy as participants point ’around’ occluding
targets. For example, in a real VR scenario we might expect the
user to take a small step to the side to reveal the occluded target.
This could help disambiguate the targets in the central row directly
in front of the participant, where our classification performs the
worst. Occluded targets and consequent pointing features remain
an avenue for further work.

Second, part of our intended contribution is around revealing the
features that best support machine learning for natural pointing. To
achieve this, we instrumented our participants with multiple track-
ing markers along their arms (similar to Mayer et al. [23]). Whilst
this allows us to analyse the influence and unique contributions
of different joints, it is not indicative of the more limited tracking
achievable with current state-of-the-art headsets. The built-in track-
ing solutions in many current HMDs, such as the Oculus Quest, as
well as smaller external tracking devices, such as the LeapMotion,
typically only track the hand and lower forearm, in addition to
the headset position. With only the tracking facilitated by current
commercial technologies, then, we suggest to achieve an F1-score
of 0.76 and a mean error of 24.30 cm.

We are not the first to have considered improving the accuracy
of pointing. Mayer et al. [24], however, is one of the few who used
cursor-free pointing to develop a model for improving accuracy in
ray casting. Prior to applying their model, they report an average
ray cast error of 61.3 cm for targets on a 2D plane at a 2 − 3 m
distance, reducing this to 38.4 cm with their model. Over a simi-
lar distance, our machine learning approach reduces this error to
23.56 cm, whilst maintaining natural pointing, and working in a
target space with an additional dimension: the depth. This demon-
strates the promise of our feature-based approach for facilitating
natural pointing at a 3D target space in VR.

Third, in our study design the participants performed selections
with their non-dominant hand, by pulling the trigger of a controller.
Our work can inform design of target selection techniques based
on pointing, but does not address how the selection should be
triggered. Vogel and Balakrishnan [34], for example, explored how
’clicking’ can be done freehand at a distance. However, the act of
mid-air clicking simultaneously introduces movement noise into
the targeting. Therefore, how to simply indicate selection remains a
challenge. One possibility is early prediction similar to our Scenario
2 using features from early motions, and simply confirming the
predicted target instead of inducing noise to the final pose.

Pointing movements are considered inaccurate in their nature
[12]. We understand little about the noise they may contain. Ours
and previous work (e.g., [24, 29]) have found patterns from point-
ing movements, but leave unclear how much of classification and
regression errors are due to inherent noise in movements, and how
much due suboptimal set of selected features. In addition to inherent
noise in motor control, research shows that using distant-pointing
for frequent interactions leads to fatigue [15]. Numerous ways of
combatting fatigue have been explored (e.g., [21, 25]). Due to the
this and other possible sources of noise, and the unclear extent to
which it may occur in natural pointing, we suggest our prediction
distance of 23.56 cm with the proposed features is a conservative
estimate. Indeed, our black-box test with a neural network showed
a prediction distance of 13.25 cm, which can inform about the upper
boundaries of the amount of noise.

Further steps could be taken to better pursue pointing in its full
natural, communicative form [18]. Primarily, in communication, we
point for someone else, not for ourselves - whether indicating some-
thing for a friend to look at, or requesting a distant item from the
clerk in a shop. Applications for improving communicative pointing
have been studied in VR [22]. However, pointing studies, as they
appear in HCI, typically disregard this aspect of pointing, though
it would serve to improve naturalness, and may serve to improve
target classification. For example, the study design could place a
secondary avatar in the scene, and ask participants to communicate
a given target to them.

Our study focused on target selection in virtual reality, but the
constructed feature sets can also be useful for improved pointing
techniques with other user interfaces, such as with augmented
reality or smart homes [29]. However, people point differently in
VR compared to the real world [23], have more depth perception
issues in VR [4], the perception of object locations deviate between
virtual and physical surroundings [27], and distance perception of
objects directly in front of the user is more accurate than of those
on the sides in VR [28]. Therefore, the applicability of the feature
sets for user interfaces beyond VR also remains further work.

8 CONCLUSION
Virtual reality allows users to interact with objects in a natural
way, similarly to how they do in the physical world. Pointing is
a natural way to refer to objects out of the arm’s reach. However,
without direct touch or the use of cursors, interpreting the user’s
intended target is challenging. We collected motion data to anal-
yse features of cursor-free pointing, in which users could point as
they choose. Based on those, we derive two feature sets and show
that the features can be used for predicting pointing targets with
promising accuracy. Our feature sets and results can help in design-
ing target selection techniques for virtual reality. These show the
feasibility of modeling pointing and open up further investigations
into the possibilities of using natural gestures for human-computer
interaction.
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